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Conformational flexibility in a symmetrical tris-phenol leads
to close packed structures that are also characterised by an
extended though finite cooperative chain of hydrogen
bonds.

When functional groups containing both hydrogen bond donors
and acceptors (OH, CO2H) are disposed symmetrically in a
symmetrical molecular scaffold, open framework structures
often result because this combination of molecular attributes is
not compatible with Kitaigorodskii type bumps-in-hollows
close packing.1,2 The classical cases of b-quinol, phloro-
glucinol and trimesic acid,3 and more recent examples4–7 are
representative. The close packing problem for these open
frameworks is addressed by interpenetration and/or guest
inclusion. Here, we report the crystal structures of 1,3,5-tris(4-
hydroxyphenyl)benzene, 1, and its 1+1 molecular complex, 2,
with 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene and discuss an alternative packing
route for symmetrical phenols.

The crystal structure of tris-phenol, 1, (Fig. 1)†‡ is C2/c (ZA
= 2) and all molecules lie on general positions. The structure is
not of the open framework type. The most striking feature is a
cooperative chain of five O–H…O hydrogen bonds (b, c, d, e, f).
All six crystallographically distinct phenol residues are used in
the formation of this chain. Fig. 2(top) shows that the O–H…O
chain is preceded by a C–H…O hydrogen bond (a) and
succeeded by a terminal O–H…p hydrogen bond (g) making a
total of seven hydrogen bonds in a linear finite cooperative
chain. This is unprecedented for a non-carbohydrate8 and a
survey of the CSD (Version 5.21, April 2001)9 provides more
details. The search was restricted to error free C–OH com-

pounds with R < 0.10. Hydrates and disordered structures were
included. Carboxylic acids and carbohydrates were excluded.
Of the 4501 entries in this subset, infinite O–H…O motifs
around 21 axes are overwhelmingly frequent. There are 68 hits
with infinite motifs around 31 and pseudo-31 axes. The finite
motifs include both cyclic and linear arrangements. In the
former, closed trimers (11 hits, mean O–H…O 2.02 Å),
tetramers (161 hits, 1.83 Å), hexamers (29 hits, 1.79 Å) and
octamers (2 hits, 1.81 Å) are seen. Among the latter are found
chains of three (36 hits) and four (15 hits) O–H…O hydrogen
bonds. There are no cases of five or more O–H…O hydrogen
bonds in a linear finite array. Further, in none of even the three
and four O–H…O hydrogen bonded chains, do weaker bonds
(C–H…O, O–H…p) form part of the cooperative system. To
summarise, the present case is therefore quite unique.

It is well known that in linear hydrogen bonded arrays, s-co-
operativity enhances the strengths of the individual hydrogen
bonds.10–12 This occurs through mutual polarisation of donors
and acceptors along the chain such as Od2–Hd+…Od2–
Hd+…Od2–Hd+. With the inclusion of each additional hydrogen
bond, the average strength of a bond in the array is further
increased. This may be observed through computations (Table
1). With increasing hydrogen-bonded chain length, the non-
bonded O…O distance decreases and the covalent O–H distance
increases—effectively, the strength of the hydrogen bonds
increase. However, there is an eventual fall off in the
cooperative effect. The calculations show that the incremental
effect decreases with each additional hydrogen bond and that
there is a levelling out after five or six bonds. The structure of

Fig. 1 Cooperative chain of five O–H…O hydrogen bonds in the crystal
structure of tris-phenol 1. The bonds are marked b through f. The six O–H
groups involved are all crystallographically independent.

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the finite cooperative hydrogen bonded chains in
this study. (Top) Seven hydrogen bonds (a–g) in structure 1; (bottom) four
hydrogen bonds in structure 2. The bond metrics (Å, °) are indicated in each
case.

Table 1 Calculations of mean hydrogen bond distances DO…O, covalent
bond lengths rO–H and hydrogen bond energies in linear cooperative arrays
(O–H…)n formed by methanol.a

n DO…O (Å) rO–H (Å)
Mean hydrogen bond
energy/kcal mol21

1 — 0.946 —
2 2.944 0.950 5.53
3 2.903 0.952 5.81
4 2.894 0.953 6.65
5 2.887 0.953 6.73
6 2.877 0.954 6.90
a Calculations were performed in Spartan Pro17 with a 6-31G* basis set.
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phenol 1 may therefore represent an optimal case wherein one
obtains maximal stabilization from a finite array.

That the cooperative array in structure 1 is not an isolated
example is seen from the crystal structure of the 1+1 complex 2,
formed by 1 and sym-trinitrobenzene. The structure is P21/n (ZA
= 1).‡ Fig. 3 is a stereoview that shows two cooperative chains
of four hydrogen bonds each. The chain, shown in Fig.
2(bottom), commences with a C–H…O bond, continues with
two O–H…O bonds and is terminated with a O–H…p bond to
a phenyl ring. There are other C–H…O hydrogen bonds in this
crystal structure, and this is common in molecular complexes of
sym-trinitrobenzene,13 but curiously this latter molecule is not
involved in the cooperative network here. The metrics of the
hydrogen bonds in structures 1 and 2 are comparable and in both
cases, these bonds gain from the cooperative effect.

Why are these finite linear cooperative arrays formed? Unlike
in other symmetrical molecules that form open frameworks,5
the close packed structures observed for 1 and 2 could follow
from the conformational properties of the O–H group. Usually,
in simple phenols these properties lead to cyclic trimers,
tetramers and hexamers or to their infinite chain variants.14

Further conformational freedom of the aryl residues in 1 and 2
leads to extreme molecular flexibility. For example, the torsion
angles of the O–H groups with respect to the phenyl rings are in
the range 155–170° while the phenyl ring torsion angles are in
the range 15–50°. All this conformational flexibility permits a
wide variety of O–H…O, C–H…O and O–H…p hydrogen
bonds accompanied by close packing of the aryl residues. The
presence of the commencing and terminating C–H…O and O–
H…p hydrogen bonds in both structures additionally suggests
that the packing optimises all available strong and weak donors
and acceptors.11§ The structures of 1 and 2 also appear to be
quite stable. Calculations with the Polymorph Predictor pro-
gram (Cerius2)15 give structures with three and four cooperative
O–H…O hydrogen bonds if two molecules are included in the
asymmetric unit. Indeed, the presence of symmetry independent
molecules with the associated conformational variety may be
what is needed to form these extended but finite hydrogen
bonded chains.

Symmetrical molecules have long been used to construct
open framework structures that may then interpenetrate and/or
include guest molecules.16 Here, and in contrast, we have
described a symmetrical phenol which by virtue of its
conformational flexibility is able to adopt a close-packed
structure. The novel feature of this packing type is the presence
of an unusually long finite cooperative chain of strong and weak
hydrogen bonds. The stabilisation from co-operativity in these
chains is equivalent to that provided by cyclic or infinite arrays
of O–H…O hydrogen bonds in open framework structures
while the close packing of hydrocarbon residues offers a
stabilisation equivalent to that provided by interpenetration of
the frameworks or by guest inclusion within the frameworks.¶
All in all, it may be reasonably expected that the structural

features in 1 and 2 are likely to be observed in other similar
conformationally flexible systems.
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Fig. 3 Stereoview of the cooperative array of hydrogen bonds in structure 2.
Two centrosymmetrically related arrays are shown. Notice the commencing
C–H…O bond and the terminal O–H…p bond as seen in structure 1. The
molecules are truncated for simplicity.
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